
CONCEPT
CATALOGUE



The world is big and full of wonders. With 
Countries of the World, you can discover 
what makes each country so special and 
unique. A treasure trove of vivid visuals 
and wondrous world knowledge, this 
series offers young readers a way to 
explore the world’s countries from the 
comfort of their classroom. Who’s ready 
to go exploring?

•  Brazil

•  Canada

•  China

•  Egypt

•  France

• India

•  Italy

•  Jamaica

•  Mexico

•  South Africa

• South Korea

•  Thailand

•  Türkiye

• United States

SERIES
Countries of the 
World

SUBJECT

Geography

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

TITLES

• Beautiful full-colour images 
from around the world

• Simple and clear language

• Perfect for comparing and 
contrasting cultures from 
around the world

• A great choice for circle time 
discussion

• Helps develop a global 
perspective  



Just like humans, many animals live 
in groups. For some wild animals, 
living in groups does not just 
provide comfort but also helps them 
survive. Are you ready to discover 
how these Really Wild Families use 
teamwork to stay safe?

• On the 
Savannah

• Under the 
Water 

• On the Ice

• In the 
Rainforest

SERIES
Really Wild 
Families

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Full-colour photographs of 
a range of habitats to allow 
young scientists to see the 
natural world in all its beauty

• Simple language ideal for Key 
Stage One learners 

• A cute but informative series 
exploring animal habits and 
group dynamics

• Perfect for STEM subjects 
and budding scientists

• A unique take on animal 
behaviours exploring the 
value of teamwork in the 
natural world

TITLES



Have you ever wondered what the things in 

your house are made of and why? Imagine 

a wooden blanket or a teddy bear made of 

stone! That would not be very comfy or cosy. 

Join us on a tour around a house to discover 

what everyday items are made of and why 

these materials are perfect for each purpose.

• What Is My 
Bedroom Made 
Of?

• What Is My 
Kitchen Made 
Of?

• What Is My 
Bathroom 
Made Of? 

• What Is My 
Garden Made 
Of?

SERIES

SUBJECT

AGE

FORMAT

EXTENTRIGHTS

BLURB

• Full-colour photographs to help 
children identify the materials 
in the real-world

• Suitable for early readers

• An informative series that 
encourages children to take 
a closer look at the world 
around them

• Perfect for early STEM stars

• Encourages young people to 
interact with the world around 
them to get them thinking like 
scientists

TITLES

Materials at 
Home

Science

5–7y

219x219mm HB

24 PagesWorld



• Meditation

• Mindfulness

• Yoga

• Self-Care

SERIES

Calm Minds

SUBJECT

PSHE

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• A factual and informative 

introduction to the ways in which 

young children can relax and take 

care of themselves

• Suitable for children between the 

ages of 5 and 7

• Clear photographic design to 

help clearly explain abstract 

concepts

• Excellent for circle time and 

active classroom sessions, such 

as practicing meditation or yoga

• Perfect for developing physical 

and mental confidence

TITLES

Our minds can sometimes be less calm 

than we would like. Sometimes, we need to 

concentrate or we just want to relax, but our 

rushing thoughts and feelings won’t let us. In 

Calm Minds, you will learn some simple ways 

to help slow those rushing thoughts as well 

as learning why self-care is so important.



• Rainforests

• Deserts

• The Arctic

• Oceans

SERIES

Animal Habitats

SUBJECT
Science/
Geography

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Beautiful and vibrant design 
that brings these habitats to 
life on the page

• A combination of striking 
wildlife photograph and 
exciting vector imagery

• Perfect for young animal 
lovers who want to take their 
knowledge to the next level

• Clear and accessible text 
ideal for Key Stage One 
learners

• A great introduction to the 
idea of habitats

TITLES

Every animal lives somewhere. Where they 

live is called their habitat. A good habitat 

has everything an animal needs to live. To an 

animal, their habitat is their home. However, 

their homes are very different to ours. Explore 

and learn about different habitats and the 

animals that live in them in Animal Habitats!



SERIES
Environmental 
Concerns

SUBJECT
Science/
Environmentalism

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Ideal for young 
environmentalists

• Striking photographic imagery 
that brings the issues into 
focus

• Clear and inspiring text 
aimed at young readers

• Perfect for starting a 
classroom discussion

• Informative and inspiring 
topics

TITLES

We all have a responsibility to the 

world we live in. In Environmental 

Concerns, young readers are invited 

to consider the impact of human 

activity on the environment and how 

we can help our planet in the future.

• Sea Levels 
and Ice Caps

• Deforestation

• Water 
Pollution

• Air Pollution



• Light

• Pushes and 
Pulls

• Electricity

• Magnetism

SERIES
Exploring 
Science

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Vibrant and colourful design

• Ideal for budding scientists

• Clear language making 
difficult concepts accessible

• Beautiful full-color 
photographic images that 
bring the subject to life

TITLES

Exploring Science will give your budding 
scientists the ideal starting point for their 
lifelong science adventure. Establishing the 
building blocks of scientific knowledge and 
the scientific method, this series will give 
your young science lovers the knowledge 
boost they need to tackle the colorful and 
complex world of science with full confidence!

EXPLORING



The seasons change around us. 
The Sun sets and rises. The snow 
melts and the flowers begin to 
bloom. Season to Season delves into 
hidden seasonal details, exploring 
what makes each of the four 
seasons special.  

• Spring

• Summer

• Fall

• Winter

SERIES

SUBJECT

Geography

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Beautiful full-color photographic 
images that bring the subject 
to life

• Clear and simple language, 
suitable for early readers

• Ideal for nature lovers and 
inspiring appreciation the 
environment

• A perfect supplement for class 
projects on the seasons and 
life cycles

TITLES

Season to  
Season



So, you’ve reached the bottom of the jam jar 

or have finished your juice bottle. What do 

you do with it now? And what happens to it 

next? Follow these items on their recycling 

journeys to discover where your waste goes. 

• Journey of 
a Piece of 
Paper

• Journey of a 
Tin Can

• Journey of a 
Plastic Bottle

• Journey of a 
Glass Jar

SERIES
Where Waste 
Goes

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Full-colour photographs 
depicting the whole recycling 
process

• Language suitable for early 
readers to make recycling 
journeys approachable and 
comprehensible

• An informative series to 
inspire learners to reduce, 
reuse and recycle

• Perfect for STEM subjects, 
exploring properties 
of materials and 
environmentalism 

• Answers the many questions 
children might have about 
where their waste goes

TITLES



Here we see some humans 
in their natural habitats. From 
bustling big cities to quiet 
countryside cottages, humans live 
in all kinds of places. What is life 
like for these curious creatures in 
their various homes?

• The Town

• The City

• The 
Countryside 

• The Coast

SERIES
Where Humans 
Live 

SUBJECT

Geography

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Colourful vector scenes and 
images

• Simple, engaging language 

• Fun and factual, presented in 
a classic documentary style 

• Perfect for lessons in human 
geography and PSHE

• Designed to give readers a 
fresh perspective of familiar 
features in the world around 
them or an insight into 
lifestyles that differ from 
their own

TITLES



Lock the doors. Barricade the windows. 
Pull the covers over your head. It’s an 
INVASION! An invasion of… Squirrels? 
Discover what an invasive species is and 
what that can mean for local wildlife in 
Invaders! 

• Charge of 
the Creepy 
Crawlies

• Attack of the 
Animals

• Pummelling 
of the Plants

• Foray of the 
Fish

SERIES

Invaders!

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Amazing wildlife photography

• An incredible introduction to 
the idea of habits

• Ideal to support lesson plans 
about habitats

• Clear text aimed at young 
readers 

• Promotes a holistic world 
view of nature

TITLES



Are you looking for an adventure? 
Good! We need a clever kid like you 
to use maps, charts, timelines and 
more to help us. Whether we’re on 
the search for treasure or taking a 
trip to Mars, join us on our Smart 
Adventures for Clever Kids!

• Using a 
Treasure 
Map

• Chart Your 
Way to Mars

• Timeline 
through the 
Past

• Using Signs 
to Escape

SERIES

SUBJECT
General 
Knowledge

AGE

FORMAT

EXTENTRIGHTS

BLURB

• Highly engaging concept for 
getting children to analyse 
visual information such as 
maps, charts and timelines, 
and interactively apply them to 
scenarios

• Strong focus on using visual 
information to reinforce learning 
across multiple subjects, 
including science,history, 
geography and maths

• Incredibly fun and interactive, 
full of applied learning and 
interactive narratives

TITLES

219x219mm HB

5–7y

24 PagesWorld

Smart Adventures 
for Clever Kids



Which animal is the fastest on land? 

Which animal can hold its breath for 

the longest time? There are many 

amazing animals in this series. Each 

one has an amazing talent.

• Under the 
Water

• In the Air

• Under the 
Earth

• In the Trees

SERIES

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Beautiful graphic design with 
vector artwork

• A fun, factual and interesting 
series

• Perfect for STEM subjects 
and animal enthusiasts

• Looking at lots of fun 
facts and great animal 
achievements

• Simple language which is 
ideal for early readers

TITLES

Wonderful 
Wildlife

Wonderful Wonderful 
WildlifeWildlife



Out in the wild, the world is changing. 
Join these adorable animals on their 
adventures through the wild to see 
what is happening to their habitats and 
how humans can help.

• Orangutan 
Leaves 
Home

• Polar Bear’s 
Big Swim

• Squirrel 
Wakes Up 
Too Soon 

• Sea Turtle’s 
Tricky Trek

SERIES
Animal 
Adventures

SUBJECT
Science/
Environmentalism

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Colourful vectors to engage 
readers and capture the 
colourful beauty of the 
natural world 

• Simple language to tackle big 
issues for early readers

• An investigation of the ways 
animals are impacted by 
climate change and what 
humans can do to help

• Perfect for budding 
environmentalists, 
conservationists or animal 
lovers who want to help

• Narrative non-fiction which 
explores habitat destruction 
from the perspective of the 
animals it most impacts, with 
an inspiring and hopeful twist

TITLES



Let’s Explore the solar system! 
There is so much to see, from gas 
giants to the rings of Saturn, from 
the deserts of Mars to a little blue 
and green planet we call home. 
Solar Explorers will take you on an 
adventure that is out of this world!

• Neptune and 
Uranus

• Saturn and 
Jupiter

• Venus and 
Mercury

• Mars and 
Earth

SERIES

Solar Explorers

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• An exciting vector illustrated 
tour of the solar system

• Simple language to help 
young readers get to grips 
with big ideas

• A fun and factual guided tour 
of the solar system using fun 
vector characters

• Ideal for young STEM stars

• A colourful and engaging take 
on exploring the Solar system

TITLES



Plants are brilliant. Plants are 

important. But most of all, plants are 

our pals. Discover the wonderful 

world of plants. Learn all the parts 

of a plant, where they grow and 

what animals rely on them.

• In the 
Rainforest

• In the Desert

• In the 
Marshlands 

• In the Ocean

SERIES

Plant Pals

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• A fun combination of vibrant 
photographs and cute vector 
animals

• Clear and straightforward 
copy ideal for young readers

• A fun and inviting take on 
plant anatomy

• Ideal for those little green 
thumbs in the classroom

• Explore the world of plants 
through the eyes of the 
animals that rely on them

TITLES



Look up, look down, look in the 
water and underground, there 
are minibeasts everywhere 
just waiting to meet you. Dive 
into their world and meet the 
Minibeasts.

• On the 
Ground

• In the Air

• Underground

• In the Water

SERIES
Meet the 
Minibeasts

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• A fun combination of vibrant 
photographs and cute vector 
creatures

• Clear and straightforward copy 
ideal for young readers

• Series personality  - A fun, cute 
and inviting take on minibeasts

• Subject reference: Perfect 
for animal lovers or a great 
introduction to tiny creatures

• Where most minibeast books 
focus on the gross and deadly, 
Meet the Minibeast focuses on 
the cute and adorable

TITLES



Explore the world of traditions, 

architecture, food and play in How 

We Live. The world is full of amazing 

differences. Discover the wonderful 

diversity our world holds and the 

beautiful ways we all live.

• Traditions

• Food

• Architecture

• Play

SERIES

How We Live

SUBJECT

Geography

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Exciting photographs that 
bring the diversity of the 
world to life

• Clear and easily understood 
language

• An inspiring insight into the 
different cultures of the 
world

• Ideal for exploring history, 
geography and culture

• A celebration of differences 
around the globe

TITLES



Food is fantastic. We love to cook it, eat 
it, smell it and share it. But what do you 
know about the food you eat? Fantastic 
Foods is the perfect place to start your 
food journey. Learn all about food groups, 
nutrients and preparing your food. Just 
don’t forget to wash your hands!

• Fruits & 
Vegetables

• Starchy Foods

• Milk & Dairy

• Meat & Fish

SERIES

Fantastic Foods

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Bright and vibrant 
photographic design

• Ideal for Key Stage One 
learners

• Factual and informative

• A focus on science and 
healthy living

• Inspiring food science

TITLES



• Whose Butt?

• Whose Ears?

• Whose Nose?

• Whose Feet?

SERIES

Can You Guess...

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Full-colour photographs 
showcasing a variety of 
animals in their natural 
habitats

• Ideal for Key Stage One 
readers

• A fun but factual approach to 
animal adaptations

• An interactive series which 
encourages readers to think 
scientifically

• A humorous approach to get 
your whole class interested 
in animal sciences

TITLES

I bet you think you are an animal expert, 

but Can you Guess Whose Butt? Whose 

Ears? Whose Nose? Or Whose Feet? just 

from a close-up picture? You will need to 

pay attention to the clues. Is it fluffy? Is it 

wrinkly? Is it an elephant butt?



• Fish

• Dolphins and 
Whales

• Coral Reefs

• Sea Birds

SERIES
See-Gulls Ocean 
Tours

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• A wonderful and quirky 
combination of vector 
characters and stunning 
photography

• Clear and accessible 
language for young readers

• A fun and factual look at the 
wildlife found in the sea

• Perfect for those fascinated 
by the sea and wildlife

• Fun little seagull sailors are 
ready to take you on the tour 
of a lifetime

TITLES

All aboard! The See-Gulls Ocean 
Tours are about to depart. These 
quirky, winged sailors are experts 
on everything in, on and above 
the sea. They will share all this 
knowledge with you, just don’t 
expect them to share their fish!

SE
E-G

ULL
S 

OCEAN TOURS



• Why Does 
the Rain Fall?

• Why Does 
the Sun 
Shine?

• Why Does 
the Wind 
Blow?

• Why Does 
the Lightning 
Flash?

SERIES

Forecast Friends

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Original illustrated characters 
combined with colourful 
diagrams and full-colour 
photographs

• Simple text that breaks down 
complex weather concepts 
into approachable language 
for a young scientist

• A fun and factual series 
which explains various types 
of weathers from the point 
of view of a child weather 
forecaster

TITLES

Weather, weather, weather everywhere. 
But why? Why does the wind blow? 
Why does it rain? So many questions to 
ask about the weather and so much to 
learn. Thankfully, the Forecast Friends 
are here to answer all your weather 
questions.

FORECAST
Friends



• Living with 
Nature

• Powered by 
Nature

• Building with 
Nature

• Growing with 
Nature

SERIES
The World We 
Want

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Inspirational

• Technology-based

• Environmental themes

• Perfect for the young idealist

• Brilliant and colourful design 
that brings the text to life

TITLES

How can we transform the world 
into The World we Want? This series 
answers that question. Discover 
alternative ways of living, building, 
growing and powering our lives that 
is more in tune with nature. Help 
make the world you want!



• Christmas

• Hanukkah

• Holi

• Diwali

SERIES
It’s Time to 
Celebrate

SUBJECT
PSHE/Religion/
Geography

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• An attractive combination 
of vector and photographic 
design

• Easy and accessible 
language, perfect for 
emerging readers

• A joyful approach to world 
celebrations

• A wonderful series to prompt 
discussion about difference, 
similarities and religion

• A cute and joyful presentation 
sure to attract younger 
learners

TITLES

It’s Time to Celebrate! Whether it is 
with crackers and presents, burning 
candles or coloured powder, there 
is so much to celebrate. Discover 
the history and traditions of 
these celebrations in It’s Time to 
Celebrate.



• Creepiest 
Creatures

• Sickening 
Science 
Experiments

• Awful Events

• Hair-Raising 
Haunts

SERIES

Top 10

SUBJECT

General Interest

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Exciting design

• Perfect for reluctant readers

• High-interest topics

• More titles to come!

TITLES

What is the fastest, the biggest, 

the best? What is the weirdest, 

scariest, the grossest? Get ready to 

count down the Top 10.



• In the Desert

• In the Forest

• In the Arctic

• In the Sea

SERIES

Where Am I?

SUBJECT

Science

AGE

5–7y

FORMAT

219x219mm HB

EXTENT

24 Pages

RIGHTS

World

BLURB

• Beautiful vector renders of 
natural scenes alongside 
realistic photographs

• Levelled and easy-to-read 
language

• Engaging and educational

• Excellent companion to 
lessons about habitats, 
animals and natural science

• Combines informative 
content with fun and simple 
attention-focusing activities

TITLES

There are so many different habitats 

around the world, but where am I? 

My habitat is just right for me and 

for many other animals. Come and 

find out why we live where we do… 

and find us, if you can!


